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Chapter 9

Creating the Pagan English 
From the Tudors to the Present Day

Sue Content and Howard Williams

Introduction
From the late eighteenth century onwards the ascription of furnished graves to the early 
Middle Ages has given archaeology a special but ambivalent role in shedding light 
on the pagan Anglo-Saxons. Drawing on this material, historians and archaeologists 
have interpreted the pagan ancestors of the English in diff erent ways, refl ecting the 
shift ing socio-political, religious and intellectual climates of the day. These att itudes 
have stretched from denial of the barbarian and pagan roots of the Anglo-Saxons 
through to a celebration of the noble Teutonic civilization from which the values and 
ideals of the English people, nation and church were believed to stem. Between these 
extremes is a widespread and persistent objective: to narrate the story of the Anglo-
Saxons from their origins as pagan migrants to their ‘redemption’ through conversion 
and nation-building. To locate the understanding of paganism in the interpretations 
of Anglo-Saxon archaeology, it will be necessary to review, however briefl y, its role in 
our discipline’s historiography.

The historiography of Anglo-Saxon archaeology 
The history of archaeology is a burgeoning sub-discipline in its own right (Murray 
and Evans 2008). For its part, British archaeology has received recent assessments of 
the origins and development of the discipline from its antiquarian roots (e.g. Levine 
1986; papers in Pearce 2007) including dedicated studies of the invention of Prehistory 
(e.g. Briggs 2007; Rowley-Conwy 2007), the development of Roman archaeology (e.g. 
Hingley 2008) and the history of medieval archaeology aft er the Norman conquest 
(Gerrard 2003). By contrast, the origins and development of Anglo-Saxon archaeology 
have received relatively litt le scholarly att ention, although this is now being addressed. 
Our brief analysis defi nes three main phases of historiography, which we have chosen 
to term ‘prehistoric’, ‘protohistoric’ and ‘historic’.
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The ‘prehistory’ of Anglo-Saxon archaeological thinking emerges in the sixteenth 
century following the Dissolution of the monasteries and the Reformation of the Church 
of England. The Saxons began to be celebrated in earnest as progenitors of the English 
church and nation, with Anglo-Saxon manuscripts as the focus of sustained research. 
Coins and graves were aff orded only brief examination and burials were not yet att ributed 
categorically to the Anglo-Saxons (Parry 1995). Even so, early medieval archaeology 
began its development during this period (Content forthcoming). The initial reluctance 
to att ribute graves and artefacts to the pagan Anglo-Saxons may refl ect more than a 
lack of chronological expertise. As Philip Schwyzer has argued in relation to Thomas 
Browne’s Hydriotaphia of 1658 (in which early Anglo-Saxon urns are described but given 
a Roman date), the Saxons may oft en have been seen as too much of a political ‘hot 
potato’ to risk recognition by antiquaries (Schwyzer 2007).

The eighteenth century, which saw the rise of antiquarian interest in Anglo-Saxon 
and other ‘northern antiquities’ (Sweet 2004), might be described as the ‘protohistory’ of 
Anglo-Saxon archaeology. The earliest barrow-diggers explored and recorded numerous 
early medieval graves although they still frequently failed to att ribute them to the Saxons. 
The antiquary Bryan Faussett  excavated over seven hundred early medieval graves but 
regarded them as ‘Romans Britonised or Britons Romanised’ (e.g. Smith 1856: 102, 136), 
Furthermore, Faussett ’s notebooks and discoveries were only made public with Charles 
Roach Smith’s publication of Inventorium Sepulchrale in 1856: close to a century aft er their 
discovery (Hawkes 1990; Hingley 2008). Up to the last decade of the eighteenth century 
the Romans were oft en regarded as a safer bet until Douglas’ 1793 Nenia Britannica saw 
early medieval graves fi rst ascribed to the Saxons. 

With the early nineteenth century, we move from the ‘prehistory’ and ‘protohistory’ 
into the ‘early history’ of Anglo-Saxon archaeology, associated with the overall rise 
in popularity of the discipline, including the Victorian pastime of barrow-digging. 
Although there is a sizeable literature of antiquarian, historical and philological studies 
from the nineteenth century, its modern historiography has so far seen only a minor 
focus on the rationale of Anglo-Saxon archaeology itself and the excavations and 
collections of individual antiquaries (e.g. Hawkes 1990; Kidd 1978; 1979; Rhodes 1990; 
White 1988; Wiley 1979; Wilson 1984). In terms of the wider context of the history of 
archaeology, Anglo-Saxon scholars like John Yonge Akerman, Charles Roach Smith 
and Thomas Wright have been primarily noticed because of their resistance to the 
adoption of the Three Age System (Briggs 2007; Rowley-Conwy 2007: 114–118; 126–38; 
288–89). 

However, other recent overviews have illuminated the historical and intellectual 
context of nineteenth century Anglo-Saxon archaeology (Lucy 1998; 2000; 2002; Rhodes 
1990) and the broader role of Anglo-Saxonism in early Victorian culture (Content 1995; 
Frantzen and Niles 1997; Young 2008). There have been more detailed explorations 
of how philological and historical ideas informed, and became embedded within, the 
archaeological work of individual early Anglo-Saxon archaeologists (Williams 2006a; 
2006b; 2008 and see below). The international context of dialogue between English 
antiquaries and Continental and Scandinavian scholarship has also received att ention 
(Kidd 1978; Williams 2006a; Williams 2007a). Meanwhile, a consideration of early 
Victorian Anglo-Saxonism as an intellectual programme and socio-political discourse 
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has highlighted the role of archaeology in constituting the social ‘forgett ing’ of the 
sub-Roman Britons (Williams 2007b). 

Less att ention has been aff orded so far to the history of Anglo-Saxon archaeology in 
the twentieth century. Useful overviews are available in the form of introductions to 
studies of the early Anglo-Saxon period (e.g. Arnold 1997; Lucy 2000; 2002; Wickham-
Crowley 1999), and Catherine Hills (2007) has recently provided the most extensive 
critical appraisal of the twentieth century development of Anglo-Saxon archaeology. 
Also, in a recent paper, Arthur MacGregor (2007) has presented the fi rst-ever assessment 
of the archaeology of E.T. Leeds. Yet the later history of Anglo-Saxon archaeology 
remains less well-studied than its early history. 

For the last forty years, changing theoretical approaches, new methods and evolving 
discoveries have yet to be fully and adequately charted in relation to the history of 
studying the pre-Christian beliefs and practices of the Anglo-Saxons, although some 
valuable reviews of the evidence have been conducted (e.g. Wilson 1992). Within 
the post-processual climate of the last thirty years, in which self-refl exivity has been 
championed, early Anglo-Saxon archaeology has seen some detailed att empts to 
critique its terminologies, theories and methods (e.g. Lucy 1998). However, while 
some scholars, notably Tania Dickinson (2002), have called for studies that critique 
the ideas underpinning current as well as past research, there appears to have been 
litt le appetite for this to be put into action. Therefore, while there remains an ongoing 
theoretical debate over the interpretation of early Anglo-Saxon graves in terms of 
migration, ethnicity, religion, social structure, identity, ideology and social memory 
(see Williams 2007c for a recent summary), Anglo-Saxon archaeology still faces the 
challenge of opening itself to self-critique and genuine dialogue over both its history 
and its future.

This brief review teaches us three things. First, that the importance of the pagan 
Saxons in the cultural imagination of the English has been recognised by those studies 
that have explored the history of Anglo-Saxon archaeology. Second, that detailed 
research on this topic has only recently begun, and it is not yet evident that the critical 
history of research is fully recognised as a stand-alone study. Third, any current or 
future study of the archaeology of Anglo-Saxon paganism must take heed of this 
history of research and its infl uence upon current labels, concepts and ideas. This 
background aims to justify the need for this paper and simultaneously it illustrates 
the inevitability of its partial and sketchy nature. We will now review the perception 
of the pagan Anglo-Saxons from the Reformation to the twentieth century.

Proto-protestants
Among early modern historians it is commonly accepted that the ‘Saxons’ enter into 
English consciousness only during the Reformation in Tudor England (B Scott  Robinson 
2002: 54; McDougall 1982: 2; Murphy 1982: 1). Prior to this they held a wholly negative 
role as primitive and heathen aggressors given that, for the previous four hundred years, 
Geoff rey of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain, writt en c. 1136 had provided 
a satisfactory origin story for English kings and had inspired subsequent medieval 
accounts (Thorpe 1966: 29). By the fi ft eenth century, the Tudor monarchy, anxious to 
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justify its rule, aft er the fi nal defeat of the Yorkists in 1485, promoted the authenticity 
of Geoff rey’s History. Indeed, its appeal was to last through the sixteenth and even into 
the seventeenth century. Yet as Reformation controversies plagued England throughout 
the sixteenth century, so the Saxons emerged in a political and religious discourse of 
defi ning the antiquity and authenticity of the Protestant religion as well as Catholic 
reactions to this history.

Following Henry VIII’s break with Rome, Polydore Vergil (1470–1555), an Italian 
humanist and papal appointee as the collector of Peter’s Pence, was given permission by 
Thomas Cromwell to publish his Anglica Historia (Hay 1952: 82). Published in 1533, this 
work drew upon classical ancient writers as well as Gildas, Bede and Paul the Deacon. 
It rejected Geoff rey of Monmouth’s narrative and served to portray a continuity from 
the British and Roman past through the inheritance of the Saxon kings, regarding the 
Tudor monarch as the direct descendant of Constantine the Great. With an increasing 
number of Old English manuscripts in circulation following the Dissolution of the 
monasteries, the Great Bible of 1540 introduced the ‘Saxon tonge’, which was perceived 
as the ‘mother tonge’ of contemporary English (Cranmer 1540: 1). The Saxons came to 
be regarded as the true and primitive Protestant Christians. This formed the basis for 
a Protestant ideology through the publication of the Actes and Monuments (The Book of 
Martyrs: Foxe 1570) authored by John Bale and John Foxe, amongst many others, with 
the backing of William Cecil and Matt hew Parker). The text of Actes and Monuments 
drew explicitly on the role of the Saxon language as evidence of the antiquity of the 
Protestant English faith.

Building on this new Protestant history, William Camden fi rst published his Britannia 
in Latin in 1586 and is widely purported to have disseminated a view of the British 
past that had a wide and unifying appeal, as propagated by the Protestant agenda 
of William Cecil in the reign of Elizabeth. Drawing upon German propagandists and 
classical references, instead of the usual reliance upon British sources only, Camden 
melded a religious and national story of origin. In contrast to his discussion of the 
British and Roman past, Camden’s section on the Anglo-Saxons was purely based on 
writt en sources rather than material culture and landscape (see Hingley 2008: 24–43). It 
was small but signifi cant because it served to link Camden’s narrative of the British and 
Roman past with that of Camden’s present. Consisting of seven pages (55–62) Camden 
envisaged the Saxons as “a most warlike people very much feared by the Romans, 
terrible in valour and dexterity and with great strength of mind” (Camden 1587: 58). 
In later editions, he raised the profi le of the Saxons, recognising their importance and 
their reception of Christianity. Camden commented on the origins and characteristics 
of the Saxons, but said litt le of their religion, although he noted that Hengist and 
Horsa worshipped the god Mercury “whom they call Woden, to whom they sacrifi ced 
human victims and dedicated to him the fourth day of the week” (Camden 1587: 
60). This is taken from a passage in Tacitus Germania 9, which refers to Germans as a 
whole. The pagan origins of ‘Eoster month’ reported by Bede are mentioned. However, 
Camden’s focus is upon the conversion, which the Saxons embraced “with eager zeal” 
and erected sacred buildings and spread the word of Christ. Thus Camden perceived 
the paganism of the Saxons as an essential corollary to their wholesale conversion to 
a proto-Protestant faith.
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Catholic resistance
If the paganism of the Saxons was recognised but sidelined in Protestant discourse, 
the paganism of the Saxons was exaggerated by writers with Catholic sympathies, 
possibly to disparage Protestant propaganda. The earliest example appears to be 
Humfrey Lluyd’s Commentariol Britt anicae descriptionis fragmentum (1573). This historical 
geography, or chorography, the fi rst of its kind in Britain, portrayed the Saxons as the 
ancient ancestors of the Protestants and in wholly negative terms. As a Welshman and 
a probable Catholic who certainly had many close Catholic friends, Lluyd regarded 
the Saxons as treacherous and violent primitives who burned churches, monasteries 
and libraries (Lluyd 1573: folio 13).

The paganism of the Saxons received an alternative treatment by Richard (Rowlands) 
Verstegan (c. 1550–c. 1640). As a Catholic who was staunchly critical of Elizabeth’s 
regime, Verstegan lived in exile in Antwerp for much of his life having fl ed England in 
1582 for printing illegal Catholic pamphlets and propaganda. The Restitution of Decayed 
Intelligence in Antiquities (1605) was dedicated to James I, possibly to demonstrate 
loyalty to the crown as a Catholic to a sympathetic ruler, an aspiration that was dashed 
with the Gunpowder Plot later that year (Parry 1995: 51). The book was published in 
English and staunchly advocated the Germanic characteristics of the English using 
history, philology and legend: “Englishmen are descended of German race” (Verstegan 
1605: 1) and, together with other Teutons, built the nations of Europe. He explored 
Saxon origins in the post-diluvial diaspora of nations following Babel and the origins 
of the Saxons through Japhet’s son Gomer and his grandson Tuisco, the patriarch of 
the Germans. Following Tacitus he outlined the customs of the Saxons including their 
funerary practices, religious worship and gods (Parry 1995: 59) as well as the inheritance 
of their ‘English-Saxon’ tongue (Parry 1995: 64).

According to Parry (1995: 52), Verstegan’s favouring of English origins, including 
his dismissal of the traditional British and Roman origin myths and his reliance on the 
pseudo-Berosus manuscript, suggest that Restitution was originally formulated in the 
1570s when Verstegan was a student of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford. Yet the motivations for 
Verstegan’s account can be further discerned in his text and images. It can be argued that 
Restitution was Verstegan’s att empt to dismiss the Protestant histories of the previous 
half-century as myths by means of parody. With this agenda in mind, Verstegan appears 
to celebrate England’s Saxon roots while simultaneously mocking the idea of the Saxons 
as Protestant ancestors. It is possible to suppose that Verstegan’s illustrations of Germanic 
pagan gods were intended to parody Elizabeth’s reign. For instance, his image of the 
moon as a powerful female divinity might have been intended to mock Elizabeth 
(Hamilton 1999: 10) and his depiction of Thor might be seen as a parody of William 
Cecil. Therefore, Verstegan’s text was a highly charged but subtle piece of anti-Protestant 
propaganda by an exiled Catholic. What is certainly clear is that such subtle messages 
implicit in the Restitution – which would have been appreciated by an informed reader 
of the early seventeenth century – were undoubtedly lost when his text was resurrected 
in the writing of Anglo-Saxon history during the later eighteenth century!

Therefore, the portrayal of the Saxons as heathen aggressors or as proto-Protestants 
shows their propagandistic use in religious and political confl icts of the sixteenth and 
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early seventeenth centuries. Yet their advocates had not drawn upon archaeology. Sir 
Thomas Browne’s Hydriotaphia of 1658 provides the fi rst detailed recording of early 
Anglo-Saxon graves, but he att ributed them to the Roman period and used them to 
demonstrate the futility of pagan religion in att empting to preserve memory through 
material things. Hence, the urns were pagan and this defi ned their signifi cance while 
their precise date and cultural affi  liation were then unknown or perhaps avoided 
(Schwyzer 2007). This may be resultant from the widespread use of the Saxons in 
political discourse against the perceived despotism of the Stuarts.

Hanoverian heathens
With the ascent of the Hanoverian regime, the Saxon origins of the English came 
increasingly to the fore. Manuscript studies of Old English continued to provide a 
means by which the Saxons legitimised the Church of England. Yet equally important 
was the perception that English liberties, institutions and law were also derived from 
the Saxons. For both religious and socio-political dimensions of the Saxon legacy, 
it was the later Christian Anglo-Saxon period that was the focus of interest (Sweet 
2004: 194). Consequently, the barbarous origins and the paganism of the Saxons were 
eschewed in favour of their civility. Furthermore, the Saxon legacy was increasingly 
linked to an overall passion for the shared northern features of Saxon, Norse and 
‘Gothic’ antiquities (Sweet 2004: 215).

At the beginning of this period, Edmund Gibson’s revised edition of Camden’s 
Britannia in 1695, reissued in 1722, referred to the language, laws, customs and names 
of persons and places as ‘Saxon Original’ (Mayhew 2000; Sweet 2004: 189). By the 
century’s end, volume 1 of Sharon Turner’s The History of the Anglo-Saxons published in 
1799, chronicled the Saxons’ progress from barbarity to civilization. In positive terms, 
Turner celebrated the ancient origins of the Saxons, their Continental homelands, 
migrations, conquests, conversion and apogee with Alfred’s reign. Notably, Turner 
did not discuss the paganism of the Saxons at all and adeptly avoids mention of the 
pagan affi  liation of any Saxon king (e.g. Turner 1807: 142–43; see Sweet 2004: 217–18). 
Moreover, Turner off ered a narrative based on texts alone and appears oblivious to 
the potential of archaeology or landscape to inform knowledge of the Saxons of the 
pre-Christian period. For example, he regarded the fi ft h century as a: “barbarous age... 
unfriendly to human fame. When the clods of his hillock are scatt ered, or his funereal 
stones are thrown down, the glory of a savage perishes for ever; nor can fancy be 
admitt ed to supply the loss” (Turner 1807: 125).

While text-based narratives were the norm and the material culture of the Saxons 
had yet to be discerned clearly in earthworks or graves, the Saxons were increasingly 
aff orded a material form in their coins, place-names and in the topography and counties 
of England (Sweet 2004: 209–213). Moreover, Joseph Strutt  (1749–1802) popularised 
the Saxons in a series of illustrated books on their dress, manners and customs in an 
explicit att empt to create a patriotic English equivalent visual history to Montfaucon’s 
Monarchie Francoise. Based upon late Saxon manuscript illustrations of weaponry and 
costume, Strutt  provided a faux-material culture for the Saxons (Sweet 2004: 214). 
Almost by happenstance, it was Strutt  – ironically an engraver and publisher of popular 
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histories rather than a ‘serious’ antiquary – who fi rst att ributed a sixth-century artefact 
to the ‘Saxons’. Aware of the jewellery uncovered from Childeric’s grave and keen to 
assert an English parallel to this ‘ancestor’ of the French monarchy, Strutt  included 
an illustration of a silver gilt jewelled disc brooch of Kentish Class 6.1 (assigned by 
modern scholarship to the sixth century AD: Avent 1975: 35–6), in his Horda Angel-
cynnan, thereby proclaiming its Anglo-Saxon origin. Strutt  noted that this artefact “... 
[that] was lately dug up in Kent, I have now in my possession, the representation of 
which is in Plate 23, the exact size of the original.” (Strutt  1774: 46).

Strutt ’s att ribution opened the door to the materialisation of the Anglo-Saxons, 
and it fell to the antiquary James Douglas (1753–1819) to fi rst assign clusters of small 
barrows at Chatham Lines, Greenwich Park and elsewhere to the ‘Saxons’ (Jessup 
1975). Douglas was inspired by Strutt ’s illustrations of the disc brooch (see above) and 
of supposed similarity between grave-fi nds and the weapons redrawn by Strutt  from 
Anglo-Saxon manuscripts (Douglas 1793: 116, 128). Notably, when Douglas fi rst met 
Strutt , he was already over half-way through the composition of his Nenia Britannica 
which was originally produced for sale in twelve parts (Jessup 1975: 102). In the fi rst 
seven of the instalments of the text published from 1786 to 1790, Douglas was still 
unclear as to the date and tribal affi  liation of the furnished graves and att ributed them 
to ‘Romans’, ‘Britons’, ‘Pagan Gauls’ (Douglas 1793: 43) or ‘Danes’ (Douglas 1793: 108). 
Only having met Strutt  did Douglas att ribute the graves to ‘Saxons’.

Douglas on burial and belief
With this context set out, let us explore how Douglas discussed these furnished graves 
in relation to the religious beliefs of those interred. Certainly discussions of magic and 
superstition were already prevalent in Douglas’ view of the grave goods when he still 
thought they were the graves of Romans or Britons. He drew extensively on classical 
texts and early medieval magical treatise in interpreting graves. Some grave goods 
were regarded as having been made especially for the funeral for example glass vessels 
(Douglas 1793: 14). Meanwhile other containers were regarded as containing ‘lustral 
water’ for pagan rituals. Further artefacts were seen as having amuletic or divinatory 
properties such as amber (Douglas 1793: 9), crystal balls (Douglas 1793: 15–19), 
gemstones (Douglas 1793: 34), glass beads (Douglas 1793: 60), fossils (Douglas 1793: 
65), cowrie shells (Douglas 1793: 73), brass boxes (Douglas 1793: 74), gold pendants 
(Douglas 1793: 86), re-used Roman coin-pendants (Douglas 1793: 96) and even an axe 
(Douglas 1793: 50). He likewise perceived a re-used ancient stone celt as an amulet 
that had been “preserved with a superstitious veneration”(Douglas 1793: 92). For the 
overall practice of providing grave goods, Douglas uses ethnographic analogy and 
Norse mythology in combination to come to a conclusion that the practice was one 
ubiquitous among the ‘Northern nations’: 

“The Laplanders, to this day, inter with the dead their bows and arrows, hatchets, 
swords, &c. Which they conceive will be useful to them in a future state... This 
appears to have been the custom of most of the Northern nations from the earliest 
period of time. See the Eddae Mythol. c. v. Saxo. lib. 8. where the ancient Northern 
people threw money and other things of value into the funeral pile, as a certain 
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means of conducting the dead to the sacred Valhalla, or the hall of the slain, where 
they believed their great deity Odin presided” (Douglas 1793: 29). 

Elsewhere, Douglas highlights that placing vessels with the dead was not exclusive 
to one people, citing the Romans and many ethnographic examples to show its 
ubiquity as a primitive pagan trait. They were ‘superstitious customs’ shared by all 
the ‘ancients’ (Douglas 1793: 45). Douglas cited Shakespeare’s Hamlet to sustain his 
explanation for the observed scatt ering of pott ery within graves (Douglas 1793: 10). He 
also considers the location of barrows beside roads “so as to receive the benediction 
of the passenger”(Douglas 1793: 94).

Importantly, Douglas shied away from labelling the graves ‘pagan’ once he began to 
realise they were likely to be ‘Saxon’ (Douglas 1793: 94), a fact that has been repeatedly 
ignored by commentators on the Nenia Britannica (e.g. Jessup 1974: 108). While informed 
and inspired by Chifl et’s report and subsequently Montfaucon’s discussion of Childeric’s 
grave (Jessup 1975: 110–11), he questioned their reliability, noting that the date of the 
coins interred do not date the grave itself (Douglas 1793: 123). He admitt ed them to 
have been of ‘barbaric or Pagan origin’ (Douglas 1793: 177) but noted that many early 
Christians would have retained pagan customs such as providing grave goods and 
burying away from churchyards (Douglas 1793: 50). Interestingly, prior to assigning 
them to the Saxons, Douglas recognised that some were sixth-century in date, but he 
subsequently assigns them to between AD 582 and AD 742, regarding them as ‘early 
Christian’ (Douglas 1793: 131). He supported this view by evoking Tertullian who 
refers to the embalming and entombment of the early Christian dead with: “perfumes, 
odours, drugs and ointments” (Douglas 1793: 97): 

“It may admit of a favourable conjecture, that these places of sepulture were affi  xed 
to the neighbouring villages before cemeteries were annexed to churches; it will 
therefore be concluded they must belong to the primitive Christians...” (Douglas 
1793: 96). 

Subsequently he used the law of Charlemagne to illustrate how Pagan and early 
Christian burials were ‘promiscuously blended’ (Douglas 1793: 120, also 178). Douglas’ 
low opinion of the pagan Saxons was clear. He regarded them as: “...illiterate Saxons, 
who were Pagans, on their fi rst descent into Britain, had not the art of producing 
works of such ingenuity as are obviously defi ned on the fi bulae, gems, and other 
costly trinkets, found in these graves...” (Douglas 1793: 129). Douglas speculated that 
pagan Saxons were interred elsewhere, probably by cremation. Douglas asserts that 
Stukeley’s excavations of barrows near Stonehenge produced just such evidence; an urn 
containing the “relics of an unconverted Saxon female” (Douglas 1793: 177). Likewise, 
the urns of Thomas Browne from Walsingham were implicitly seen as pagan Saxons 
(Douglas 1973: 177 & 178). 

Douglas noticed the infl uence of Romans upon the graves he uncovered, for which 
“history has suffi  ciently warranted”, presumably referring to Christian infl uence rather 
than cultural continuity (Douglas 1793: 178). In his Kentish graves, he noted the ‘Eastern 
customs’ of many of the artefacts showing links with the Greek (Byzantine) world that 
he considered had been imported with Archbishop Theodore in AD 668. Therefore, 
Douglas regarded the shared affi  nity with “magical superstitious ceremonies” found 
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in the Greek isles (Douglas 1793: 129–130) and a “commixture of customs” as purely 
a Christian and imported fascination. Such artefacts were even regarded by Douglas 
as a strategy for converting the pagan Saxons: 

“Imposing arts of such infl uence among an unlett ered and ignorant people would 
readily fi nd their value in fascinating their minds, and rendering them the more 
open to the Christian conversion” (Douglas 1793: 131).

In summary, Douglas’ Nenia Britannica interpreted early medieval furnished graves 
in relation to early Christian superstition while steering clear of directly discussing 
Anglo-Saxon paganism. Indeed, Douglas emphasised the Christian and imported nature 
of these superstitions upon his interpretation of the furnished graves as those of Saxons. 
In doing so, Douglas set a trend of regarding early medieval furnished graves of what 
later became known as the ‘fi nal phase’ (Leeds 1936) as resulting in the blending of 
Roman Christian and pagan Saxon traditions on the slow road to Christianity. In any 
case, the Nenia Britannica received a poor reception (Jessup 1975: 113) and, as we have 
seen, the fi rst volume of Sharon Turner’s infl uential History published six years later 
in 1799 did not recognise the potential contribution of archaeology to the study of 
the Anglo-Saxons. Indeed, Douglas’ work was to lie dormant for a further fi ft y years 
before its resurrection in the early Victorian era. By the time it was rediscovered, the 
paganism of the Saxons had risen in importance and the magical interpretations of 
the early sections of Nenia were subsumed into his later ascription of the graves to 
the Saxons.

Saxon pagandom
Evans has regarded the rise of ‘archaeology’ as comprising only two overlapping 
generations of scholars (Evans 2007: 270–71) yet for Anglo-Saxonism it really only 
eff ectively comprised the fi rst of these: a cluster of scholars associated with the period 
from c. 1845 to 1860. Key fi gures in this period include Thomas Wright, Charles Roach 
Smith and John Yonge Akerman who excavated and collected Anglo-Saxon antiquities 
found during both barrow-digging and cemetery excavations. This generation affi  rmed 
their racial and nationalistic association with the Anglo-Saxons (see also Levine 1986; 
Hingley 2007). For example, Roach Smith lobbied for the creation of a national museum 
of archaeology, albeit unsuccessfully, and published Faussett ’s Inventorium Sepulchrale 
(Smith 1856). Eschewing many of Douglas’ ‘magical’ interpretations of artefacts and 
his Christian att ribution of the burials (e.g. Smith 1856: xix, xxvii, 68), Roach Smith and 
his contemporaries advocated the ‘scientifi c’ description, illustration and comparison 
of artefacts to write a material history of the Saxon sett lement. As well as the detailed 
description and illustration of artefacts from graves, increasingly, bones were employed 
in defi ning the Saxon people and their inheritance of the British and Roman past 
through the examination of stature and craniology (Davis and Thurnam 1865). With 
diff ering degrees of emphasis, this generation of scholars defi ned graves in relation 
to the contemporary trend of racial theories. Archaeologists employed these poorly 
defi ned concepts of race that incorporated ideas from philology, history, ethnology 
and biology to explore the relationships and succession of Celt, Roman and Saxon 
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(Wright 1852; see also Morse 1999; 2005; Young 2008: 42). Rather than att empting to 
review the extensive literature of this period, we can focus upon two individuals with 
related, but distinctive, approaches to the paganism of the Anglo-Saxons: John Yonge 
Akerman and John Mitchell Kemble. 

John Yonge Akerman, a long-serving secretary of the Society of Antiquaries, was a 
prolifi c writer with many interests in archaeology, numismatics and medieval history. 
He oversaw the excavation of a number of early Anglo-Saxon burial grounds in the 
Upper Thames region and Wessex and reported upon the discoveries in Archaeologia. 
Akerman also produced two books that embodied the preoccupations of the day 
and reported discoveries of Anglo-Saxon antiquities from across the country: his 
Archaeological Index (Akerman 1847) and his lavishly illustrated Remains of Pagan 
Saxondom (Akerman 1855a). He reviewed the study of Anglo-Saxon graves prior 
to his generation, deploring the disregard aff orded to Douglas’ Nenia and the ‘sad 
confusion’ of Colt Hoare’s Ancient Wiltshire. He regarded cemeteries as indicators of 
his ‘Saxon forefathers’ and ‘our Pagan-Saxon ancestors’ (Akerman 1855c: 477). The 
graves were those of sett lers and farmers, providing: “proofs beyond all question 
of the occupation of the various sites by a people in undisturbed possession of the 
land” (Akerman 1860b: 327). They are repeatedly referred to as ‘national antiquities’ 
(Akerman 1855a: viii). The value of cemeteries off ered considerable potential: “suffi  cient 
to show how extensive a population must have occupied this valley in Saxon times, 
and suggests that much light might be thrown on the habits, manners, and history of 
our ancestors by investigating the antiquities of the district” (Akerman 1860b: 328). 
Akerman’s archaeology followed the lead of the existing historical narrative, defi ning 
the paganism of the Saxons in terms of an absence of evidence of surviving temples 
and a panoply of writt en sources for their existence from ‘Upsala’ (Akerman 1855a: 
xxiii) and ‘Irminsul’ (Akerman 1855a: xxi) to Goodmanham (Akerman 1855a: xxiv) 
and preserved place-names (Akerman 1855a: xxv). Moreover, paganism never did die 
completely, but was preserved fossilised in the peasant class: “Even at this day there 
yet linger among the peasantry of this country superstitions, from which even the 
educated classes are scarcely emancipated” (Akerman 1855a: xxviii). 

Cremation for Akerman embodied an earlier sett lement of Germanic groups, 
possibly during the time of the rebel Carausius (the later third century AD). Meanwhile 
Beowulf aff orded historical evidence of the practice of cremation among the Angles 
(Akerman 1855a: xv). Individual burial practices were also interpreted in terms of 
pagan beliefs. Like Douglas, Akerman evoked Shakespeare’s Hamlet to discuss the 
scatt ering of fl ints and pott ery in grave-fi lls (Akerman 1855a: xvi; 1855b: 265) and 
regarded fragments of Roman and Saxon pott ery found in grave 53 at Brighthampton 
as a deliberate burial rite (Akerman 1860a: 90). Meanwhile, the knuckle-bone of a 
sheep in grave 28 at Harnham Hill was seen as one of a number of tali that possibly 
represented a pagan ‘superstition’ (Akerman 1855b). Furthermore, the teeth of oxen, 
sheep and goats were seen as evidence of feasting: ‘which our pagan forefathers 
were accustomed to celebrate over the graves of their dead’. Akerman interpreted the 
presence of only teeth as evidence that the heads of animals were left  displayed on 
poles as off erings to the gods (Akerman 1855b). Some objects were aff orded a pagan 
signifi cance following Douglas, such as certain glass vessels deemed “objects of an 
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unusual and sacred character” (Akerman 1855a: 4). Meanwhile, the deposition of 
grave goods of high value was “costly to their owners” and off ered “an illustration of 
the inveterate superstition of our heathen forefathers in their sepulchral observances” 
(Akerman 1855a: 60). Even human sacrifi ce received a mention. In the fi rst report 
on excavations at Brightampton, Oxfordshire, a male skeleton was found lain prone 
over a female skeleton. The synchronous deaths were suggested by the fact that the 
tibiae of the male pressed on the skull of women. He speculated as to whether this 
represented a voluntary sacrifi ce (Akerman 1857c). 

However, grave goods were oft en regarded as refl ecting social roles rather than 
religious rites, with the dead man “clothed as he lived” (Akerman 1855c: 477) and the 
women interred with “articles of housewifery” (Akerman 1855a: xi). The discovery of 
a wealthy weapon-burial at Brighthampton, Oxfordshire, allowed Akerman to suggest 
a social hierarchy was present because it: “... strongly favours the conjecture that this 
cemetery contained the remains of the individual from whom the village derives its 
name, his kindred, dependents, and bread-eaters.” (Akerman 1860a: 90).

Paganism is implicit when Akerman interpreted the location of cemeteries, the 
association with water courses is regarded as indicative that these sites were “so 
highly venerated by our heathen forefathers” (Akerman 1857b: 145). Likewise he 
regarded the site selected for the cemetery at Kemble, Gloucestershire, as chosen “by 
the ancient inhabitants for their cemetery” that commanded “a view of the source of 
the stream (the River Thames), whose onward course may be likened to that of the 
race to which these early remains must be ascribed” (Akerman 1857a: 113). In other 
words, the relationship of burial ground to river was seen as a poignant metaphor for 
the pagan and sacred origins of England, the English and the ‘Anglo-Saxon’ Empire 
(see also Young 2008: 177–95).

The conversion to Christianity was also perceived by Akerman in the graves he 
excavated. For example, in the second Brighthampton (Oxfordshire) report Akerman 
debated whether the abandonment of cremation was due to the infl uence of surviving 
Roman-Britons or the conversion to Christianity. Either way, cremation was recognised 
as the older rite but co-existed in the same cemeteries with inhumation (Akerman 
1860a: 85). The end of pagan burial was marked by the historical conversion of the 
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms (Akerman 1855b: 270). At one cemetery, Long Witt enham 
(now in Oxfordshire), Akerman explained the poorer furnished graves as those of 
converts (Akerman 1863: 137); likewise, at Harnham Hill those graves without relics 
were seen as later in date (Akerman 1855a). Yet grave goods could themselves be 
Christian, since Akerman found a bucket in a grave at Long Witt enham with explicit 
Christian symbolism. While many vessels were interpreted as porringers (porridge 
bowls) (Akerman 1855a: 56), others were seen as holy water stoups made by priests 
(Akerman 1855a: 28; Akerman 1860b: 336–7; Akerman 1863: 136).

Akerman’s reports reveal the use of the rich cemetery data to infer the history of the 
Saxon sett lement and pagan customs. The pagan status of the graves was an implicit 
assumption and it surfaced repeatedly to explain distinctive elements of the burial rite 
and burial location. Meanwhile the conversion to Christianity could also be charted in 
the decline in grave goods and the eventual abandonment of these fi eld cemeteries.
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Burnt Germans
By way of contrast with Akerman we have a more explicit Germanist stance of John 
Mitchell Kemble’s archaeology in which the paganism of the Saxons gained a further 
signifi cance (Williams 2006; for a slightly diff erent perspective see Carver 2009). Kemble 
not only was inspired by the German Romantic Movement and built upon the ideas 
of the Teutonic race, language and material culture of the Enlightenment philosophers 
Johann Gott fried Herder and Johann Gott lieb Fichte, which were also employed in the 
folklore, philology and mythology of the Grimm brothers. This approach melded a 
common heritage, law, language and folk-memory, family ties and love of ancestors 
with the idea of a shared racial origin (Barnard 2003: 20). Kemble was a follower 
of Jacob and Wilhelm Grimms’ work from the 1830s and befriended them through 
correspondences and visits. He shared their affi  nity with Germany, having a Swiss-
German mother and marrying a German woman. When he later turned to archaeology, 
Kemble brought to the study of burial customs and grave-fi nds his historical and 
philological pan-Germanic emphasis but also the Grimms’ passion for pagan folklore. 
Kemble’s The Saxons in England was as much a compliment to Jacob Grimm’s Deutsche 
Mythologie (1844) as it was a history of the Anglo-Saxons following upon the tradition 
of Sharon Turner.

The Saxons in England had a long lasting eff ect on historical and archaeological 
thought concerning early medieval England. His chapter on pre-Christian belief was 
an important element of its signifi cance and was writt en to explicitly complement 
Grimm’s Mythologie. Kemble questioned the historical account of the Saxon migrations 
as a post-Roman invasion. He suggested that the ‘extensive migrations of Germans to 
the shores of England’ of the fi ft h century were founded on fact (Kemble 1849: 7) but 
followed earlier Germanic migrations of the pre-Roman and Roman periods (Kemble 
1847; 7–13; see also Williams 2006: 6). These sett ling Teutons made ‘slow and gradual 
progress’ in conquering Britain and its native people who ‘probably suff ered litt le 
by a change of masters’ and who persisted and mingled with the ruling Germans 
(Kemble 1849: 20). Kemble’s concern was with pagan Teutonic racial expansion and 
succession. He focused less upon the history of the Germanic invasions but instead 
upon the inalienable institutions and customs that the Saxons shared with the other 
branches of the Teutonic peoples (Kemble 1849: 35–71). 

In a detailed chapter, he isolates ‘Heathendom’ as one of these pan-Germanic 
elements and regards ‘Paganism’ as like a ‘twilight’ before the dawn of Christianity. 
The pagan Anglo-Saxons already had a clearly-defi ned moral and spiritual character 
(Kemble 1849: 328). Kemble did not doubt that the Anglo-Saxon religion had close and 
direct connections with Continental and Scandinavian German religion which could 
be used to fi ll in the gaps in knowledge of Anglo-Saxon pagan cosmology, from the 
pantheon of gods to views about the beginning and end of the world: “... in the main 
it cannot be doubted that the heathendom of both races was the same” (Kemble 1849: 
405). Kemble outlines two overlapping types of ancient Teutonic religion, the sacerdotal 
and the heroic (Kemble 1849: 440). The same religion would have been found across 
‘Teutonic Europe’ had Christianity not ‘deprived us of the mythological records which 
the North supplies’ (Kemble 1849: 442). This was a moral faith as clear and strict as 
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Christianity itself (Kemble 1849: 443) and laid the foundations for conversion: ‘Those 
who had believed in runes and incantations were satisfi ed with the effi  cacy of the mass...’ 
(Kemble 1849: 444). ‘How should Christianity fail to obtain access where Paganism 
stepped half way to meet it...?’ (Kemble 1849: 444). This became the stock-in-trade of 
some later popular histories of England; namely that: “The religion of the English was 
the same as that of the whole German family” (Green 1915: 4). Paganism enters the 
account as a primordial pan-Germanic mythology and backdrop to history.

When in later life Kemble turned to archaeology, his excavations and research in the 
Kingdom of Hanover and extensive reading of the British archaeological literature on 
‘Anglo-Saxon’ cinerary urns like those from Eye in Suff olk (see Akerman 1855a: 7–8; 
43–44), widely regarded as an ‘ancient pagan practice’ of the Germans (e.g.; Smith 1856: 
xiv-xv), allowed him to forge a material correlation to his Teutonic heathendom. In 
particular, the paganism of the cremation custom was integral to Kemble’s narrative 
of the origins of the Anglo-Saxons and the material testimony of their migration to 
England and their confi rmation by ‘scientifi c’ methods (Kemble 1855: 309). Memorably 
he defi ned cinerary urns as containing the “Burnt Germans of the Age of Iron” while 
inhumations were the Christianised ‘Unburnt Germans’. 

Likewise, Kemble elsewhere ascribed a wide range of customs to pagan rites drawing 
upon literary and historical sources for support. These included the use of runes, the 
sacrifi ce of animals, barrow-burial and the location of graves upon the boundaries 
of territories (Kemble 1863; see Williams 2006b). Inhumation by way of contrast, 
showed the infl uence of Christianity and hence the erosion of these primitive Teutonic 
traits. Linking gods, folklore and funerary customs, the historical, philological and 
archaeological evidence all pointed to the Germanic forefathers of the Anglo-Saxons.

Akerman and Kemble display alternative explorations of contemporary early 
Victorian racial theories in which ‘race’ was rooted in shared language, history, 
institutions and customs, as much as biological descent (Young 2008: 32–70). Their 
archaeological studies show how these theories were applied and developed through the 
study of burial customs and the light graves shed on the paganism of the Anglo-Saxons. 
Yet even this generation varied in its approach to the evidence. For instance, some 
contemporaries used ‘Saxon’ and ‘Anglo-Saxon’ as litt le more than a chronological label 
without explicit interpretation (Williams 2006a). Furthermore, few followed Kemble’s 
views directly, although his approach was emulated by William Wylie (Wylie 1852; 
1857; see Williams 2007a; 2008). Indeed, even among the early Victorian generation 
of Anglo-Saxonists there was a clear perception that the custom of furnishing graves 
with artefacts showed similarities between Roman and Saxon customs rather than 
defi ning a uniquely Teutonic pagan religion (Williams 2007b). Kemble’s early death 
and the passing of his contemporaries left  few interested in developing a racial and 
mythological archaeology. Henceforth, Anglo-Saxon history developed upon traditional 
and anti-archaeological grounds based upon early medieval writt en accounts with a 
dose of place-name evidence in support, very much along the lines established by 
Sharon Turner (McDougall 1982: 92–93). 

Therefore, the heyday of the archaeological manifestation of Victorian Anglo-
Saxonism was short-lived and the att ention aff orded to the paganism of the Anglo-
Saxons suff ered the same fate. Subsequently, the period from c. 1870 to 1910 saw a 
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stagnation in Anglo-Saxon archaeology and litt le discussion of Anglo-Saxon paganism. 
The nationalist perspectives of Roach Smith, Wright and Akerman and the more pan-
Germanic emphasises of Kemble and Wylie found litt le purchase in this era as Teutonism 
slowly fell from intellectual favour (Young 2008: 140–176). In terms of archaeological 
research, the period saw the shift  of emphasis abroad to the exploration of ancient 
civilizations of the Mediterranean and Near East. Meanwhile at home, Roman Britain 
provided a clear predecessor and parallel for the British Empire (Hingley 2008).

Twentieth-century pagans
With the approach to World War I and between the two world wars, a new if muted 
passion for the early medieval origins of the English can be recognised. Most notable are 
the works of E.T. Leeds and J.N.L Myres in their compilation of nineteenth century data 
to create typologies, chronologies and distributions for brooches and pott ery respectively 
to chart Saxon sett lement. What is notable in their work is the virtual absence of any 
detailed discussions of Anglo-Saxon paganism; it appears that the Saxons were back 
on the agenda but their paganism was perhaps too closely connected to pan-Germanic 
Aryan fantasies to tolerate close att ention (e.g. Leeds 1913; Myres 1942). For example, 
Myres had travelled extensively on the Continent and his studies continued aft er the 
Second World War (e.g. Myres 1948). Yet only for rare anecdotes does Myres entertain 
pagan religion as aff ecting the material he studied (Myres & Green, 1973: 118). Likewise, 
Lethbridge noted an interpretation of artefacts placed in cremation urns as indicating 
pagan magical practices, but this is broached in terms of cross-cultural analogies from 
societies in south-east Asia rather than in relation to Continental or Scandinavian 
evidence (Lethbridge 1951: 12–13). It is again with regard to Christian conversion and 
E.T. Leeds’ defi nition of the ‘fi nal-phase’ that the religious identity of those interred 
comes to the fore in discussions (Leeds 1936). The ‘heathen’ ascription of furnished 
burial and cremation was itself never doubted (see MacGregor 2007). 

This trend was to persist until the 1980s, with paganism providing a background 
context to the various burial rites involving inhumation and cremation compiled in 
Audrey Meaney’s Gazett eer (Meaney 1964). Again an exception is found in discussions 
of the ‘fi nal-phase’ (Meaney & Hawkes 1970) and amulets and other ‘special’ artefacts 
(Hawkes et al. 1965; Meaney 1981; Reynolds 1980). Likewise, before Martin Carver’s 
re-interpretation (eg Carver 2000, and this vol.), Sutt on Hoo’s Mound 1 was widely 
perceived as shedding light on the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms during the conversion 
process rather than as a window onto local cosmology and belief (Bruce-Mitford 1974; 
Wilson 1992). Moreover, with the advent of ‘processual’ or ‘new archaeology’ and 
its detailed criticism of culture-historic approaches, the emphasis shift ed away from 
studies of belief and culture to studies of economy and society (e.g. Arnold 1997). In 
such a context, the study of Anglo-Saxon paganism fell from favour (see Hines 1997) 
and this reluctance to explore Anglo-Saxon religion has likewise aff ected many post-
processual studies that retain a focus upon the social interpretation of burial data (e.g. 
Lucy 1998). This shying away from religion and belief in the study of the early Anglo-
Saxon period is a natural response to earlier generations’ uncritical use of paganism 
as a normative cultural label (see Williams 2002). For early medieval archaeology it 
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is also an aft er-eff ect of att empts to break the strangle-hold of Christian discourse in 
medieval history that has dominated att itudes towards early medieval societies and 
their pre-Christian origins. However, it can also be situated in relation to broader 
shift s in British society in the later twentieth century, when the separation of church 
and state was fi nally accomplished, with the disengagement of religion from daily life 
and from mortuary behaviour in particular.

But this is not the whole story, for while the last forty years of scholarship has 
prioritised the social and political over the cultural and religious in studying the Anglo-
Saxons, the study of Anglo-Saxon paganism in archaeology has found new avenues 
for investigation through the combination of new discoveries, post-processual theories 
and increasing interdisciplinary dialogue (Williams 2007c; Wilson 1992). Hence, while 
the culture-historic paradigm has been successfully critiqued and challenged, David 
Wilson’s valuable summary of early Anglo-Saxon archaeology can be criticised for 
using paganism as a catch-all for all pre-Christian practice (Wilson 1992). Certainly 
there exist summaries of the ‘pagan Anglo-Saxons’ that aff ord the term with litt le 
qualifi cation (e.g. Meaney 2003) and studies by historians of religion who have drawn 
upon archaeological evidence in their broad narratives (Ellis Davidson 1993). Yet the 
most fruitful studies that have explored Anglo-Saxon paganism have persisted down 
specialist and narrow trajectories, in the study of animal art (Dickinson 2005), mortuary 
symbolism (Richards 1992), unusual and distinctive grave-types (Dickinson 1993) and 
even in shrines (Blair 1995) and sett lement archaeology (Hamerow 2006). 

Therefore, ironically it has been the shedding of the shackles of paganism as a 
cultural and chronological label within a broader context of a secularised and multi-
cultural society that has fi nally facilitated the detailed contextual analysis of paganism 
in early Anglo-Saxon England. A further context for this invigoration of studies of 
Anglo-Saxon paganism can be found in the increasing popularity of fantasy literature 
such as Tolkien’s The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings as well as innumerable literary 
and media portrayals of the pagan Saxons inspired by literature and archaeology as 
with the recent fi lms Beowulf and Beowulf and Grendel.

As well as this secular interest in the Anglo-Saxons, there are both ongoing and new 
religious interests in British society. The last quarter-century has witnessed the rising 
popularity of modern ‘heathenry’. These beliefs and practices mesh together diverse 
aspects of Norse and Anglo-Saxon material culture from runes to grave-fi nds and adopt 
sites like Gamla Uppsala and Sutt on Hoo as well as museum collections as places of 
pilgrimage (Blain and Wallis 2006; 2009; Wallis and Blain 2009: 592, 599). Calls by some 
modern pagans for the reburial of human bones and ‘sacred’ artefacts are beginning to 
extend from prehistoric and Roman remains to ‘British Saxon culture’ (Honouring the 
Ancient Dead 2009 htt p://www.honour.org.uk; Wallis and Blain 2009: 604). Yet this is 
but one response to early Anglo-Saxon graves by pagans. In contrast, for the site of the 
rich chamber grave of the ‘Pritt lewell Prince’, paganism and environmental campaigners 
have joined forces to protect the Anglo-Saxon cemetery site against planned road 
developments (Williams 2007c: 8; Wallis and Blain 2009: 601–02). 

Modern pagans do not hold an exclusive interest in early Anglo-Saxon graves. 
For modern British Christians too, the story of conversion of the pagan English to 
Christian continues to appeal. For example, in the recently commissioned television 
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series ‘Christianity: A History’ (episode 3: the ‘Dark Ages’) theologian Robert Beckford 
presents pagan sanctuaries and the Sutt on Hoo cemetery in a popular re-telling of the 
established narrative; Christianity created both a unifying faith and multi-cultural 
inclusivity following a post-Roman regression into paganism and ethnic division 
(Channel Four 2009).

Against this popular background, studies have begun to re-engage with early Anglo-
Saxon material culture and mortuary practices at a new theoretical level as well as 
considering the varied, complex and layered signifi cances the relationships between 
belief and practice, as testifi ed by the contributions to this volume.

Conclusion
This review illustrates that the paganism of the Anglo-Saxons has had a minor and 
intermitt ant presence in the antiquarian and archaeological narratives of English origins 
and Englishness. The careful negotiation and management of this ambivalent aspect 
of the customs and beliefs of the early Anglo-Saxons has meant that only in the heady 
context of early Victorian Anglo-Saxonism have archaeologists felt able to fully explore 
pagan beliefs in the archaeological record. For much of the ‘prehistory’, ‘proto-history’ 
and ‘history’ of Anglo-Saxon archaeology, the paganism of the Saxons has been a 
silent partner to – sometimes almost an apparition hovering behind – the migration 
myth. Likewise, the paganism of the Anglo-Saxons has been widely juxtaposed beside 
Christian conversion and an historical narrative of national origins and nation-building. 
It therefore remains to be seen whether the resurgent interest in the pagan English by 
archaeologists and cognate disciplines refl ects the development of more sophisticated 
theories and methods of enquiry, free from the shackles of outmoded dogma, or simply 
yet another phase in the socio-politics of English identity.
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